
Conditions of use for the nobilia-Extranet

Provider of the nobilia Extranet is nobilia-Werke 
J. Stickling GmbH & Co. KG, Verl.

With using the nobilia-Extranet the user agrees 
with the present conditions of use. 

Service
nobilia offers the user access to his personal data, 
which is stored within the nobilia-Extranet. The 
extent of the user-accessis down to the kind of 
access permit ed to the user and the according 
level of entitlement. nobilia provides the nobi-
lia-Extranet without any obligation of keeping up 
the running of the information system. 

Copyright
The contents of the nobilia-Extranet is copyright 
protected. Each duplication, distribution and 
publishing, especially commercial advertising 
is strictly prohibited. The making of a copy of 
any contents is only allowed for the user‘s own 
informa tion purposes. 

Dataproteetion 
Data raised within the use of the orderinforma-
tionsystem is stored centrally and will only be 
used in connection with the businessrelationsh 
ip between nobilia and the user. 
The purpose of saving the data is to checkthe 
regist ration of the user in the nobiIia-Extranet 
and to give the user free of charge information 
in connection with this. 
The user hereby explicitly declares his agree-
ment with the saving, processing and transmit-
ting of his masterdata for the above purposes. 
This declaration of agreement can be withdrawn 
at anytime. Without the permission of the user 
or after his withdrawal the use of the user‘s per-
sonal data further than the pure administration 
of those is out of the question.

User-obligations 
lt is down to the user to protect the passwords 
given to him against misuse and lass. 

Guarantee and liability 
lt is known to the user that the softwa re used 
forthe information system and the stored data 
can have errors even with careful checking and 
processing.The user is therefore asked to check 
the correctness of his information in a suitable 
way. 
The liability of nobilia for the correctness of the 
in formation within the informationsystem is out 
of the question unless nobilia caused the error 
on purpose. nobilia does not give any guarantee 
for the constant and undisturbed availability of 
the nobilia-Extranet. nobilia is not liable for da-
mages down to loss or misuse of the passwords. 

Cancellation  
nobilia reserves the right to cancel the user‘s 
access permission at any time without having to 
give any reasons. 

Extras 
The present agreement regarding the use of the 
nobilia-Extranet underlies the material right of 
the Federal Republic of Germany. 
Should one regulation of the present agreement 
of use become invalid, alI the other regulations 
will not be affected by this. The invalid regulation 
should be exchanged for a valid one so that the 
economical purpose of the invalid regulation will 
be reached a much as possible. 
Court of jurisdiction for all disagreement connec-
tion with the present agreement of use is the 
court responsible for the headquarters of nobi-
lia.


